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Abstract
Purpose of review Climate is changing in response to rising concentrations of atmospheric CO2
and it is commonly asserted that this will cause droughts to become more frequent and severe.
However, different metrics of drought give diverging estimates of future impacts. I present a
summary of the significant yet underappreciated influence that plant stomatal and growth
responses to CO2 have on drought, and highlight new insights into the impacts of drought on
plants in a warmer world.
Recent findings Plants influence the water availability on land, and thus reduce the duration and
intensity of droughts under higher CO2 conditions. Plants are concurrently more vulnerable to
mortality when droughts occur under hotter conditions.
Summary The frequency and severity of drought in the future depends on the response of plants
to a changing climate—ignoring plant responses leads to over-prediction of drought.
Nonetheless, the impact of current frequencies of drought on plants could lead to higher
mortality rates in the future as plants must withstand drought stress simultaneously with hotter
temperatures.

Introduction
Climate is changing due to increasing concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere. Hotter
temperatures, changing rainfall patterns, and more frequent and severe droughts are commonly
cited as impacts from greenhouse gas driven forcing [1]. Droughts are commonly defined as a
deficit in supply of water, or supply of water relative to demand [2]. However, different drought
metrics give diverging estimates of future drought conditions over land. This discrepancy arises
from the multiple definitions of drought (from who’s perspective is it a drought?) and also from
uncertainty in the responses of both the physical and biological systems to climate forcing. In
this review I discuss the competing factors that influence plant water needs and stress in the
future (Fig. 1). Higher concentrations of CO2 have the ability to both boost growth of plants
(which will lead to more water use) and increase their water use efficiency. These opposing
factors compensate for one another, and the relative magnitude of these changes in water use
determines the water needs of plants in a future climate, and thus the thresholds of drought
occurrence. However, even with constant occurrence of drought, plants may experience more
stress when droughts occur concurrent with hotter temperatures. The impact of future drought on
plants critically depends on the balance of these factors, several of which remain highly
uncertain. In this review I will first introduce drought from a plant’s perspective and how we
measure droughts currently, then discuss how droughts will change under future climate, how
this is influenced by plants, and how plant stress and mortality is likely to respond.

What is drought from a plant’s perspective?
Drought is, loosely speaking, characterized by a deficit in the supply of water [2]. The deficit
could be relative to some defined normal conditions, or it could be relative to some demand for
water. Each of these relative deficits is important from different perspectives. Systems that rely
primarily on water input are sensitive to rainfall amounts that are low compared to normal (often
called meteorological drought), while human systems relying on surface water supplies (i.e.
rivers, lakes) are sensitive to the availability of surface water relative to demand from human
consumption (often called hydrological drought). If we consider the perspective of a plant, the

source of water is from the soil, and the demand for water is from the dryness of the atmosphere.
Drought from a plant’s perspective occurs when supply is unable to meet demand (often called
agricultural or ecological drought) resulting in plant stress, potential damage to tissues, and if
damage is extensive, mortality.
As climate changes, plants will contend with new and novel combinations of environmental
conditions. Higher temperatures will increase biochemical rates in plants, at least to a point, but
when extreme, may also increase stress. Changing humidity and water availability will alter plant
photosynthetic rates, and the rate of gas exchange between plants and the atmosphere. And
higher levels of atmospheric CO2 have the potential to increase plant photosynthesis while
simultaneously allowing plants to lose less water to the atmosphere. These factors and many
more, as well as the interactions between them, alter how much water plants need and
subsequently, the stress that these plants experience. From the plant’s perspective, it is only a
drought if the plant is stressed. Thus, characterizing these many competing and interacting
factors is necessary to assess drought occurrence and severity in a future climate.

How do we assess drought in the present day?
A number of different indices are used for operational assessment of current drought conditions
and diagnostic assessment of past drought conditions. These indices are based either on supply
alone, or on some change in supply relative to demand for water (Table 1).
Supply of water can be quantified using direct observations (e.g. precipitation) or derived from
observations using empirical estimates of supply. Estimates of supply are typically made using
some estimate of a water budget, with the goal of estimating soil moisture. In the Standardized
Precipitation Index (SPI), for example, supply is determined using precipitation [3], while in the
Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) supply is determined using precipitation as well as an
estimate of soil water holding capacity (demand is also considered for PDSI) [4, 5].
Demand for water is more challenging to characterize directly with observations, and so it is
typically calculated from empirical estimates of the potential for water to evaporate, called the
potential evapotranspiration (PET). PET represents the demand for water by the atmosphere, and
can be calculated based on the total incoming radiation [6], using simple empirical relationships
with temperature (i.e. [7]), or with more physically realistic approaches based on solving a
surface energy budget (e.g. Penman-Monteith, [8, 9]). However estimating the surface energy
budget requires constraining plant transpiration in some way, and the relationship between plant
transpiration and atmospheric demand is likely to change under higher CO2 conditions [10].
The supply of water to the land from the atmosphere is one aspect of drought, but not sufficient
for assessing plant stress. Plants derive their supply of water from soil moisture in the rooting
zone. Thus, estimates of drought impact on plants should include both changes in supply of
water to the land surface, and the demand from the atmosphere. Drought indices that consider
both supply and demand then combine the two parts to find how much and for how long the
supply has been unable to meet the demand. Indices like PDSI were formulated with the intent of
assessing drought stress experienced by plants [4]. They may do this adequately under the
climate conditions to which they are normalized [5, 11], however are frequently not appropriate
for use in a changing climate [12] as discussed further below.

Quantifying the supply relative to the demand is a water budget approach, which approximates
the amount of water that is available to plants. The true water available to plants is determined by
root zone available water, which is in turn a function of soil moisture in the rooting zone, root
biomass able to access it, as well as soil properties including texture and depth (e.g. [13]). Given
that soil moisture in the rooting zone represents the water actually potentially available to plants,
this would be the preferred metric to follow. However, soil moisture is not widely observed, and
modeled estimates for both the present day and the future vary widely [14]. Soil properties such
as texture and depth are also important factors determining actual plant available water, with the
sand and clay content of soil determining the ease at which roots can extract water from the soil
matrix [15]. Soils are highly heterogeneous spatially, and with limited observations available it
has proven difficult to constrain models, especially at global scales.

Plant responses to a changing climate
Concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere are increasing due to human emissions, driving
changes in climate through radiative forcing. Plants take up CO2 and convert it to sugars in the
process of photosynthesis. Plants diffuse CO2 out of the atmosphere through pores on their leaves
called stomata, and simultaneously loose water to the atmosphere through transpiration. These
stomata can open and close in response to their environment, changing the conductance of gasses
between the interior and exterior of leaves. At the leaf level, plants are observed to close their
stomata in response to elevated CO2, thus reducing transpiration fluxes of water [16]. Plants are
responding to changes in climate in temperature, water availability, and concentrations of CO2
(green box, Fig. 1). We know that increasing CO2 has the ability to boost photosynthesis, which
could increase plant growth, and increase plant water needs. Simultaneously, increasing CO2
allows plants to increase the efficiency at which they trade water for carbon, which could allow
them to lose less water while maintaining growth. These two factors counteract one another to
influence the total water needs of plants, and thus how they experience water stress. Increasing
CO2 will have differential impact on plants with the two most common photosynthetic pathways.
Due to their internal leaf structure, plants that use the C4 photosynthesis pathway (so called for
the 4-carbon molecule involved in the biochemistry) experience less of a photosynthetic boost
directly from elevated CO2 and thus exhibit less sensitivity in stomatal opening under elevated
CO2 concentrations. However, in times of water stress, observations show that C4 plants still
benefit from reduced water loss under elevated CO2 [17]. Plants will also be experiencing novel
combinations of environmental conditions not seen in these communities over the past century,
and significant uncertainty remains about their ability to withstand drought conditions which are
simultaneously hotter than normal.

What will drive drought in the future?
Climate is changing due to the anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gasses. This forcing on
the climate system has implications not only for temperatures, but also factors that influence both
the supply and demand for water from the atmosphere. In addition to this change in water
availability, plants are sensitive to changes in the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere, as well
as directly to changes in surface humidity. These multiple competing factors are detailed below,
and outlined in Figure 1.

Supply and Demand
Simulations of projected changes in precipitation under future climate scenarios vary between
models, with little consensus on exact pattern or magnitude changes [18]. The canonical
description of precipitation changes under increasing CO2 has been that the “wet get wetter” and
the “dry get drier” [19], however this is a poor characterization of the change in pattern of
precipitation change over land observed in the historical period [20], or predicted for the future
[21–23].
Demand for water by the atmosphere is influenced by increasing temperature [24]. Higher
temperatures are associated with a larger vapor pressure deficit (VPD), or the difference in the
partial pressure of water in the atmosphere relative to saturated conditions. It is this deficit that
actually sets the gradient in water vapor partial pressure and drives rates of evaporation. Due to
the non-linearity of the relationship between saturation vapor pressure and temperature (the
Clausius–Clapeyron curve) VPD increases with temperature, even if relative humidity stays
constant.
Scheff and Frierson [24] attribute the increase of PET in the future primarily to the increasing
VPD with temperature, as well as to the increasing slope of the Clausius–Clapeyron curve—the
root cause of both being the increase in temperature. In addition to these temperature driven
effects at constant relative humidity, future projections suggest that relative humidity will also
decrease over land on order of 5 to 10% under a quadrupling of CO2 from preindustrial values
[12]. Thus, PET increases substantially as climate warms. Critically however, increasing PET
does not equate to increases in actual ET. In semi-arid regions during present day conditions, the
divergence between ET and PET suggests that plants are failing to access sufficient amounts of
water to meet atmospheric demand, and is in itself an indicator of drought [13]. However, PET
also diverges from ET with increasing CO2, as plants respond physiologically to increasing
concentrations of CO2 [12] (discussed further below). Because PET and ET become
disconnected due to CO2, the increase in PET is not necessarily related to increasing drought
stress experienced by plants, but high VPD could still drive plant stress during extreme events
(discussed further below).

What are appropriate drought metrics for the future?
A large number of drought metrics have been used to asses drought in the future [25], however
some are more appropriate than others when assessing drought impacts on plants (Table 1).
Given that PET increases as a function of temperature, drought metrics that use PET to estimate
water demand show a large scale transition towards drier conditions under hotter temperatures
[26–28]. Similarly, assessment of changes to aridity based on the aridity index, which is itself a
function of PET, show strong trends towards drier conditions in the future [29–32]. However,
because actual ET does not go up as fast as PET [33], this implied drying may not be
representing actual plant stress. While metrics that gauge atmospheric demand (“atmospherecentric”) show large increases in both drought [26–28] and aridity [27, 29–31, 34–36] under
future climate conditions, metrics that account for plant responses to CO2 (“plant-centric”
metrics) show more muted responses [12, 37, 38]. In fact, ET stays relatively constant in climate
model projections as CO2 rises, even as temperatures increase substantially [12]. ET could be
staying more constant because plants lack access to water, in which case it would indicate
increased stress, or it could be staying constant because plants are regulating their stomata during

high VPD conditions due to higher levels of CO2. The former is often invoked as the explanation
(e.g. [39]) but individual forcing experiments using Earth system models suggest the latter effect
dominates in many regions [12].
Changes in soil moisture should more closely track changes in plant available water and thus
should be more appropriate for evaluating plant stress under future conditions. However, as
noted before, the actual water available to plants is additional determined by a number of factors
which either change in time or are poorly observed at global scales (depth of the rooting zone,
root biomass, soil properties including texture and depth, e.g. [13]). Further, we are
observationally limited in our ability to validate simulations of soil moisture, especially at large
scales. Model consensus suggests that surface soil layers will dry in the future, especially in
areas where precipitation is expected to robustly decrease [40, 41]. However, surface soil
moisture may not be the most relevant to plants, who’s rooting depths reach well below the top
10 cm, the commonly reported depth of soil moisture (e.g. [18]). Deep soil layers do not dry as
much as surface soil layers, and in some places even show the opposite sign to the soil above
[41]. This is consistent with the idea that plants are using less water under higher CO2
concentrations, and that water may be stored at depth in the soil [12, 42].

Carbon Dioxide
Models of the response of stomatal aperture and photosynthesis to environmental variables (e.g.
temperature, VPD, CO2) have been derived from leaf level measurements (e.g. [43–47]) and are
commonly applied in Earth System Models to represent gas exchange between plants and the
environment. Although our leaf level understanding of stomatal response to changing CO2 and
other environmental conditions is relatively well constrained by data, our understanding of
ecosystem scale response is still uncertain. Actual ET is influenced by both the supply
(precipitation) and the demand for water by the atmosphere (PET) but also by plant activity.
Plants control the exchange of water between the land surface and the atmosphere through
stomatal conductance, and through the number of stomata—a quantity that is closely related to
leaf area. The total flux of water from plants (ET) thus takes the form of:
%&' ∙ )*+
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Where VPD is the vapor pressure deficit, LAI is the leaf area index, and gsw is the stomatal
conductance. Both stomatal conductance and LAI are functions of the total photosynthetic rate
(photosynthesis is also a function of stomatal conductance in a coupled sense), and stomatal
conductance is additionally directly dependent on the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere
such that higher rates of CO2 lead to less conductance through stomata. LAI and stomatal
conductance respond to changing environmental conditions on different timescales, with
stomatal conductance responses occurring on timescales of minutes and LAI responses occurring
over weeks to months. C3 and C4 plants will also have differing responses, with C4 plants
generally showing less additional growth and less stomatal response, although the responses may
still be large during times of water stress. The reduction in stomatal conductance under higher
CO2 could be offset by additional growth of leaves through higher rates of photosynthesis, but on
a per-leaf basis the rate of ET is lower under higher CO2. This rate of water loss per unit of
carbon taken up in photosynthesis is called the Water Use Efficiency (WUE). Increased WUE
would afford plants the ability to maintain photosynthesis while using less water, to
photosynthesize more while using the same amount of water, or any point between these

endmembers. Critical to quantifying how much ET will change in the future under higher CO2, is
quantifying how much leaf area will increase relative to increasing WUE.
Observational estimates of WUE can be made using direct observations of photosynthesis and
ET rates, or through the relative discrimination of 13C compared to 12C, or the 𝛿 13C. Records of 𝛿
13
C from tree rings allow us to look back in time at WUE and compare it with present day rates.
A number of studies based on tree ring estimates support the finding that WUE increases as CO2
increases [48–50]. In addition to observations of tree rings, which have the potential to be
spatially limited or regionally influenced, a bulk estimate of globally averaged WUE can be
made from observations of atmospheric 𝛿 13C, and Keeling et al. [51] find that WUE has
decreased at about the same rate as indicated by tree ring based studies.
Experiments that use direct manipulation of atmospheric CO2 concentrations in the field, called
Free Air CO2 Enrichment experiments (FACE), also find increases in WUE, but do not
necessarily see decreases in transpiration [52]. To asses the water budget and thus the availably
of water to plants we need to not only understand how WUE responds to CO2 and other factors,
but also how transpiration and photosynthesis will change in response to elevated CO2
independent of one another. Climate models do a reasonable job representing the order of
magnitude of changes in WUE found in observations over the historical period at forested sites
[12], however it is possible that they are still failing to represent the individual changes in
photosynthesis and transpiration [52]. The changes in WUE found in two forested FACE
experiments show increases of ~30% in WUE associated with an increase of ~200ppm in CO2.
However the Oak Ridge and Duke FACE experiments differed in the cause for the WUE change,
with either decreasing (Oak Ridge) or little change in transpiration (Duke) paired with large (Oak
Ridge) to moderate (Duke) increases in photosynthesis [52–54]. FACE experiments are some of
the few direct experiments available to test our understanding of whole ecosystem responses to
CO2 and provide invaluable insight into multiple competing responses within ecosystems
including deserts, croplands, and agricultural crops [55]. Yet they remain limited in location,
number (especially for forested systems), and duration such that they are insufficient for fulling
testing our ability to model these systems. Satellite data also offers the opportunity to diagnose
the response of plants (primarily leaf area) to increasing CO2 over the last few decades, but does
not allow us to test our ability to model the response of plants under future CO2 conditions.
The response of plant growth to CO2, in particular increases in leaf area, could compensate for
any increases in the efficiency gains of water loss under higher CO2 conditions by increasing the
area over which plants will lose water. On a global scale, Earth system models tend to grow
more leaf area under future climate conditions but with significant variation across models [56].
However, modeled leaf area increases are not sufficient to compensate for decreased stomatal
conductance under large increases in CO2 [12, 57], although increases in leaf area could be of
sufficient magnitude regionally [58]. Further, significant uncertainty remains in the expected
response of leaf growth to increasing CO2, and, if underestimated, could suggest that plant water
savings are unlikely to be realized. However, it is primarily asserted the Earth system models are
more likely overestimating the leaf area response of plants to CO2, rather that underestimating it.
While Earth system models tend to predict increases in photosynthesis and leaf area under future
climate [56], many of these models do not represent moderations on increases in photosynthesis

and growth that may arise from nutrient limitation [59], plant acclimation and adaptation [60],
etc.
Calculations of PET, as typically formulated, assume a constant rate of stomatal conductance
(i.e. surface conductance is a constant value in the Penman Monteith equation), while in
experiments, conductance rates generally decrease under elevated CO2 conditions [55]. The
assumption of constant conductance causes calculated PET to increase dramatically in response
to climate change because increasing temperatures (and decreasing humidity) imply greater
demand from the atmosphere—even if plants can reduce transpiration fluxes because of higher
WUE which would moderate the response of actual ET relative to PET. Thus, as CO2 increases,
the relationship between PET and actual ET diverges [12]. Because the calculation of PET can’t
account for any plant-driven responses to CO2, it shows much higher demand for water under a
warmer climate, and when included as the “demand” calculation in drought indices, it suggests
more severe and more lengthy droughts. However, Swann et al. [12] find that rates of ET
increase only slightly in simulations of future climate because stomatal closure more than
compensates for increases in leaf area [56] and increases in demand from the atmosphere. Thus,
our estimate for future water balance on land depends strongly on our highly uncertain estimate
of changes in leaf area.

Humidity
Drier air increases atmospheric demand for water through increasing VPD. If supply of water is
constant, higher VPD leads to increasing drought stress under constant CO2. Observations of the
relationship between tree growth and climate in the American Southwest indicate that warm
season VPD is the most important factor driving forest drought stress, although cool season
precipitation also has substantial predictive power [61]. Energy budget-based calculations of
PET account for the demand for water imposed by higher VPD.
Climate model simulations suggest that relative humidity over land will be lower in the future,
with drier air thus contributing to higher PET [12]. Increasing temperatures without a subsequent
increase in moisture source to the atmosphere would cause both the relative humidity to decrease
and the VPD to increase. This simulated drop in relative humidity has been attributed to the
contrast in temperature change over land compared to over the ocean [62–64]. However,
stomatal closure in response to higher CO2 also decreases the surface ET flux resulting in
decreases in the surface level relative humidity both directly, as well as indirectly by increasing
surface temperatures due to reduced evaporative cooling and increased sensible heat flux. Swann
et al [12] show that on average, half of the drop in surface relative humidity over land is due to
plant physiological responses. Thus, simulated future surface humidity already includes
influence of stomata as well as any compensating changes in leaf area. When this estimate of
humidity is used to calculate PET, the lower humidity leads to the calculation of more severe
drought conditions, when, in fact, the lower humidity is actually evidence of plants being less
stressed as they are able to maintain rates of productivity with reduced stomatal opening. Using
Earth system model estimates of surface humidity to calculate PET and drought indices therefore
improperly attributes the drop in humidity, and double counts for the negative impact on plants.

Plant stress under “hot” droughts
Droughts in the future will be occurring superimposed on a background of hotter temperatures.
While higher CO2 concentrations may boost plant growth and simultaneously help plants
conserve water, the co-occurrence of hot conditions during drought could exacerbate plant stress,
and potentially lead to increased damage to tissues and higher rates of mortality [65–67]. This
increase in plant stress could occur even if drought frequency remains constant and have major
impacts on forest structure and functioning in a hotter world [68]. The water saving benefits to
plants of high CO2 have the potential to counteract high temperature and VPD which occur
during drought events [69]. However, while these effects are likely to be helpful during baseline
or average conditions [70–72], but may not be able to compensate during extreme events (e.g.
[73]). The water savings plants experience during high CO2 is likely to raise the threshold at
which stress and damage occur, but unlikely to alleviate all stress during these extreme events
when stomata are already completely closed.
Observations of plants in the field [61, 74], as well as greenhouse [75], growth chamber [76],
and model experiments [77] indicate that VPD is a dominant factor in determining mortality
during dry events. Concurrent elevations in temperature during drought are likely to increase
VPD further, as well as increase metabolic needs of plants [66]. Although experimental evidence
is still limited, the existing studies find that hot droughts will kill trees faster [76], suggesting that
in the future, even droughts of short duration may prove lethal, leading to more tree killing
events even when drought frequency stays constant [68]. However, our mechanistic
understanding of the process of mortality is still limited, and this constrains our ability to predict
mortality responses to future climate.
Drought stress is damaging to plants both through the direct impacts on hydraulic functioning
and through impacts on the ability of the plant to fix sufficient amounts of carbon to meet its
metabolic needs. Under water stress, the water potential gradient between the leaves and the
roots of a plant becomes large, and under this high gradient, air bubbles can form in the water
flow pathways of the plant. This air bubble formation greatly decreases the conductance of
water by the plant, a process called cavitation. Tissues that have cavitated are sometimes able to
recover, but frequently lose their ability to transport water permanently [78]. This loss of
hydraulic functioning impairs a plants ability to transport water, and thus leads to stomatal
closure, and possible mortality of the plant. Meta-analysis of trees from across a gradient in
rainfall suggests that forests may already be operating close to the limit at which cavitation
occurs, leaving them little margin to cope with drier conditions [79].
Plants can also react directly to this increased water demand by closing stomata to avoid
cavitation, thus limiting the uptake of carbon through photosynthesis. Through either pathway, if
plants fail to fix enough sugars to meet their metabolic needs, they could die. The direct
hydraulic damage pathway (“hydraulic failure”) and the failure to generate enough carbon to
meet metabolic needs (“carbon starvation”) are coupled, and both are likely to be amplified
under dry conditions which are also hot [80]. A recent synthesis by Adams et al. [81] shows that
hydraulic failure almost always occurs associated with tree mortality, whereas carbon reserves
were often, but not always, reduced at the time of mortality. There is still significant uncertainty
in exactly how mortality occurs, and thus it remains difficult to model [82].

Higher rates of mortality during drought could dramatically alter forest structure. The timescales
associated with forest growth are significantly longer than those associated with death, such that
increased mortality will reduce forest cover much faster than it can regenerate. Changes in forest
cover and structure would in turn alter the interactions between the land surface and the
atmosphere through impacts on the exchange of energy and water. Loss of forest cover due to
mortality increases the surface albedo and simultaneously decreases evapotranspiration rates and
increases sensible heating [83]. These alterations of the local surface energy budget can also lead
to spatially broad impacts dubbed “ecoclimate teleconnections” by changing both local
atmospheric feedbacks such as clouds [84], and large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns
through atmospheric wave propagation and alterations in energy gradients [85], with
implications for ecosystems far from where the mortality occurred [86–88]. The relatively longer
timescale of recovery from mortality could also lead to less plant cover, and thus less regulation
by stomata of surface to atmosphere water flux. The mortality response to the hotter droughts
expected in the future is a critical uncertainty in determining the impact of future droughts on
forests, and is likely to be a major impact independent of any increase in drought frequency.

Conclusions
How should we asses impacts to plants in a changing climate?
Drought indices such as PDSI are constructed to consider both supply and demand for water
from the atmosphere, which is appropriate for assessing plant stress. However, despite
considering demand in addition to supply, PDSI relies on a calculation of PET, and metrics that
use PET are unstable indicators of plant drought stress under different levels of CO2. PET is not
a metric of plant stress, it indicates the water demand from an atmospheric perspective. And
because it does not represent changes in plant water needs or physiological responses of plants to
changing concentrations of CO2, it is not an appropriate metric of plant stress in the future and
gives a misleading impression of future drying over land. In places where the land surface does
dry, PET will more closely match ET, and thus will give a more consistent answer. But this does
not justify using PET in general, as this will only hold true in places where there is no net effect
of plant responses.
Plant stomatal control over water fluxes is of first order relative to other changes expected in the
terrestrial water budget in the next century. Plants have the potential to substantially alter surface
ET fluxes, both through stomatal regulation, and through changes in plant biomass. This even
has substantial impacts on surface relative humidity over land. Uncertainty remains in our
understanding of the response of ecosystem-level productivity and thus water fluxes in a future
climate. In particular, we lack a mechanistic understanding of the process of mortality, and
therefore are limited in our ability to constrain increases in mortality likely to occur during
droughts that are also hotter.
Despite these uncertainties, our best estimate that simultaneously considers all of these factors to
the best of our ability come from Earth system models. Earth system models include
representations of not only atmospheric processes such as changes in dynamics, clouds, and rain,
but also land surface processes including plant physiological behavior, plant growth, and
subsurface hydrology. Earth system models combine our understanding of these many aspects of
the system together, and allow us to quantify the direct interaction and relative impact of

different factors on drought [89]. Thus, for example, Earth system models can account for the
interactions between changing stomatal conductance, leaf area, and surface humidity to asses the
net impact of the response to changing CO2. Earth system models also produce a self-consistent
estimate of multiple variables simultaneously – avoiding the problem of misinterpreting (and
thus double counting) a drop in humidity due to stomatal closure as an indication of more water
stress when it could be an indication of less. However, Earth system models remain limited in
our ability to represent complex plant processes which are not fully understood, in particular
plant mortality. At this stage, they are likely to underestimate plant mortality during drought and
the subsequent downstream effects on evapotranspiration, surface climate, and drought.
The balance between improved or reduced success of plants during drought critically depends on
the relative magnitude of three factors (Fig. 1): the increase in plant stress when droughts occur,
the increase in water needs due to CO2 fertilized growth, both of which have the potential to be
partially or entirely alleviated by increased efficiency of water use by plants. In order to quantify
the effect of drought on plants in the future, more observational constraints of the response of
plants to hot droughts and the limits at which mortality occurs are needed. Further research is
needed on the mortality and plant stress response to drought conditions at high temperatures, as
well as the differential response of plants to dry soils vs. dry air. Representing these plant
processes is critical for assessing the impact of future droughts on plants. Predicting plant
responses in the future won’t be possible without the ability to model the system which requires
an improved mechanistic understanding of the process of mortality. Finally, any improvement in
our ability to predict plant growth under high CO2 contributes to our confidence in predicting not
only plant responses to future drought, but the occurrence of the drought itself.
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Figures

Figure 1. Schematic showing the balance between different factors influencing plants under
future drought. Blue boxes indicate factors which alleviate drought stress, while brown boxes
indicate factors which increase drought stress. The green box indicates factors driven by
concentrations of CO2, the red box indicates factors driven by increasing temperature. The
response of VPD to increasing temperature is highly certain, while the response of stomata and
WUE to increasing CO2 are well characterized at the leaf scale, but less well known at the
ecosystem scale. There is likely to be higher mortality under future climate conditions, however
the net impact is still unknown, placing it in the medium certainty category. The ecosystemlevel response of leaf area growth is the least certain of the processes listed here.

Tables
Table 1. Metrics of Drought and Dryness characterized by if they only consider deficits in the
supply of water (“Supply only”, left column), if they do not allow for surface conductance to
change in response to increasing CO2 (“Atmosphere-centric”, middle column) and if they
explicitly include the influence of atmospheric CO2 on plant processes and evapotranspiration
(“Plant-centric”, right column).
Supply only
“Atmosphere-centric”
“Plant Centric”
Standardized Precipitation Palmer Drought Severity Index
Runoff Deficit Index
Index (SPI)
(PDSI)
Rainfall deciles
Aridity (P/PET)
Soil Moisture (from a model)
Standardized Precipitation
Total Water Deficit
Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI)
Z-index from Palmer
Surface Water Supply
Palmer hydrologic drought index Water Budget (P-E)

